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TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to well casing and in particular tubular structures requiring mechanical performances enhancement mostly in collapse resistance in-situ or after installation.

BACKGROUND ART

New methods for installation of tubular structures in well have recently been introduced like mono-diameter/mono-bore casing systems but have reduced mechanical performances, mostly in collapse resistance.

The patent U.S. Pat. 7,159,666 of the applicant, offers a solution to improve the collapse resistance, but at the expense of substantial complications in the installation and without taking advantage of the complete steel section.

An advantageous solution is by winding the continuous tubular member on spools to allow to store the pipes in continuous length. This solution allows pipe transportation of continuous length saving assembling time on location.

The patent U.S. Pat. No. 3,104,703 of Rike and al offers a solution to reduce the spool size by flattening the tubular lengthwise to reduce the spool diameter. The patent U.S. Pat. No. 5,794,702 of the applicant offers also a longitudinal folding of the tubular which also reduces its radial dimensions making easier to lower it into the well. The patent U.S. Pat. N° 8,069,900 of the applicant offers an improvement in enhancing the collapse resistance of the tubular by creating a sandwich wall.
DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION

One purpose of the invention is to facilitate the deployment of a sandwich wall tubular as a wellbore casing by circulating the hardening material when most of the sandwich wall tubular structure is still on the rig floor winded on a reel, ready to be lowered into the well.

Another purpose of the invention is to enhance the mechanical performances of the deployed foldable tubular structure by having at least one of the two pipe forming the pipe-in-pipe configuration made of two layers in intimate contact after deployment.

A last purpose of this invention is to connect sealingly successive strings of casing made of sandwich wall tubular structure.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

The purposes, objects and characteristics of the invention will be more apparent after reading the description which follows referring to the drawings in which:

FIGS. 1A, 1B and 1C are isometric sections of pipeline/flowline of sandwich wall tubular structure during the successive stages of deployment,

FIGS. 2A, 2B and 2C are isometric sections of casing in monobore/monodiameter configuration during the successive stages of deployment,

FIGS. 3A and 3B are respectively sections of pipeline/flowline of sandwich wall tubular structure in the initial configuration and in the final configuration,

FIGS. 4A and 4B are respectively of sandwich wall tubular structure in monobore/monodiameter casing configuration while lowering into the well and in the final configuration downhole.

The FIG. 5 is an isometric view of the injector of a wound casing.
FIGS. 5A, 5B, 5C and 5D are sections of casing during the successive stages of deployment after having been unflatened prior to enter the well.

FIGS. 6A to 6C are sections of casing during the manufacturing of sandwich wall tubular structure from prefolded pipe, reeling and deployment,

FIGS. 7 to 10 are sections of sandwich wall tubular structure for wellbore construction where the section of the cavity is kept substantially constant during the reeling, reforming prior to enter the well and deployment,

FIGS. 11 to 14 are sections of the invention for wellbore construction where the outer pipe is made of two layers,

FIG. 15 is an isometric view of a length of casing of sandwich wall tubular structure reeled on a reel.

FIGS. 16A and 16B are isometric views of the length of casing of sandwich wall tubular structure straightened/folded and inflated.

FIG. 16C is enlarged view of the intermediate section of FIG. 16B.

FIG. 17A to 17C are sectional views of the connection between strings of sandwich wall tubular casing installed in a mono-diameter fashion.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

It is to be understood that the tubular structure described here comprises any tubular structure not having to be straight and possibly having a variable section. For instance, the tubular structure can have a conical portion or create a pipe embranchment as it is the case in a junction from which a main pipe splits into two or several pipes.

To make the understanding of the following description easier, we will use the term longitudinal when it is parallel to the direction of the tubular structure, and the term
radial to indicate that it is somewhat in the plan perpendicular to the direction of the tubular structure. For casing applications, acknowledging that the string went down in the well vertically, we will use top, bottom, downward, upward, upper or lower.

A sandwich wall tubular structure is represented in reference to FIGS. 1A, 1B and 1C. The installation of a structure, which could be a downhole casing as in the present description, starts from a multi-layered structure 1 in a longitudinally flattened shape (FIG. 1A). The multi-layered structure 1 which will most often be metallic includes a wall composed of a internal layer 3 and a external layer 2 of identical thickness, each pressed against one another and linked up by four bulkheads 4. Under a longitudinal flattened shape, the section of the structure is optimized to minimize its folding inertia on one radial axis to be easily wound on a spool of small diameter.

The internal layer 2 isolates an internal volume 9 and along with the external layer 3 and the four bulkheads 4, isolate four intermediate cavities 5, 6, 7 and 8.

The volume 9 corresponds to the internal volume of the tubular structure while the intermediate cavities 5, 6, 7, 8 allow the circulation of fluid between both structural layers. The cavities 5, 6, 7, 8 and volume 9 are filled with fluid such as water during the laying offshore or the lowering into the well of the tubular structure in order to prevent collapse of the structural layers 2 and 3 due to raising outside pressure. The manufacture of multi-layered metallic structure 1 in its initial shape can be accomplished by fabricating the structure in a cylindrical shape first (as in FIG. 13A) then by crushing it within the plastic range of the metal under a mechanical press or set of rollers to give the required section. A heat treatment can be advantageously used after this crushing so as to eliminate the residual stresses resulting from the cold working deformation of the fabrication and/or flattening.

Once the metallic structure has been installed in situ, it is deployed in a substantially cylindrical shape by applying internal forces. Preferably the internal forces are generated by fluid pressure inflating the structure (FIG. IB). The pressurized fluid is injected into the volume 9 to deploy the internal structural layer 3. The volume 9 and the cavities 5, 6, 7 and 8 can communicate through a pressure relief valve, so that the pressurized fluid is also transmitted to the cavities 5, 6, 7 and 8 but with a lower pressure, because this pressure will be subtracted to the internal pressure of the volume.
9 so that both structural layers 2, 3 are subjected to similar internal pressure differentials. A pressure relief valve (not shown) between the cavities 5, 6, 7 and 8 and the outside could also be located to limit differential pressure across the structure and avoid bursting of one of the structural layers. These valves will be advantageously located on the running tool used to run and deploy the deployable tubular structure in place.

Once the metallic structure takes a substantially cylindrical shape, a cement slurry or alternative hardenable material is circulated between layers through cavities 5, 6, 7 and 8 (FIG. 1C). The cement slurry can be circulated in cavities 5, 6, 7 and 8 at the same time or alternatively using some cavities as return path by connecting them at the end of the pipe. Moreover, the pressure in the cement slurry will be able to contribute to the deployment of the metallic layers.

A second sandwich wall tubular structure is represented referring to FIGS. 2A, 2B and 2C and illustrate the use of the principle of the invention as wellbore casing and particularly for mono-diameter casing. As before (FIG. 1A), the deployment of this tubular structure starts from a multi-layered metallic structure 20 in a somewhat longitudinally folded shape. The multi-layered metallic structure 20 includes a wall composed of an internal layer 3 and an outside layer 2 of identical thickness, each pressed against itself and linked up by four bulkheads 4.

Under its longitudinally crushed shape, the structure folding is optimized at the same time to minimize its bending inertia in one first axis to facilitate winding on spool of small dimension but also in order that the radial dimension perpendicular to the first axis is less than the diameter of a drift circle 25 in order to be able to lower it directly into a well having a passage with a drift circle 25. The volume 9 corresponds to the internal volume of the cased well while cavities 5, 6, 7 and 8 allow the circulation of fluid between both structural layers 2 and 3. Cavities 5, 6, 7 and 8 and volume 9 are filled with fluid such as water during lowering into the well to prevent collapse of the structural layers 2 and 3 from the increasing outside pressure with the depth.

Once the metallic structure 20 is installed into the well, it is deployed in a substantially cylindrical shape (FIG. 2B) with the aid of pressurized fluid so that the internal layer 3
has all its internal radial dimensions larger or equal to the drift diameter 25 according to the running process previously described.

Once the metallic structure 20 is deployed in a substantially cylindrical shape, a cement slurry is circulated between layers in cavities 5, 6, 7 and 8 (FIG. 2C) also according to the running process previously described.

Alternatively the number of intermediate cavities can be reduced and the thickness of the structural layers 2, 3 can be substantially different.

FIG. 7 to 10 illustrate an alternative to sandwich wall tubular structure where the internal pipe 3a is substantially thicker than the outside pipe 2a. This allows when folded in the tight inverted V shape, as on FIGS. 9, to reduce the cold working during deployment by locating, in the inside part of the fold, the thinner outer pipe first which accept the tightest radius of folding and then the thickest inner pipe with a larger radius of curvature. The bulkheads can be replaced by rod spacers 14 which are not a sealed barrier between the cavities 5a, 5b, 6a and 6b. The rod spacers 14 can be simply tack welded on the inner pipe 3a.

Another sandwich wall tubular structure is represented referring to FIGS. 5, 5A, 5B, 5C and 5D. The deployment starts from multi-layered metallic casing structure 30 in a longitudinally flattened shape. The multi-layered metallic structure 30 includes a wall composed of an internal layer 3 and an outside layer 2 of identical thicknesses, each pressed against itself and linked up by four bulkheads 4. Under a longitudinal flattened shape (FIG. 5A), the section of the structure is optimized to minimize its folding inertia to be easily wound on a spool of small diameter. It features a radial dimensions larger than the diameter of the drift circle 25.

After unwinding and straightened by rollers 19 and before being lowered into the well, the metallic structure 30 is deformed in the plastic range of the metal by mechanical action of rollers 16 and pebbles 17 which apply a lateral pressure directly over the outer pipe 2 and indirectly over the inner pipe 3 so that its radial dimensions is reduced to fit the drift circle 25 (FIG. 5B). While rollers 16 press the metallic structure 30 laterally, the pebbles 17 maintain in contact the internal walls along the perpendicular crushing axle. Due to the possibility of maintaining a strong pressure on the tubular
structure by contacting the internal walls, pebbles 17 can also transmit tension to the casing, as for instance to carry off the casing weight.

Once the deployable casing is lowered into the well, it is deployed in a substantially cylindrical shape (FIG. 5C) by pressurised fluid inflation, so that the internal layer 3 has all its internal radial dimensions larger or equal to the diameter of the drift circle 25.

Once the metallic structure 30 is deployed in a substantially cylindrical shape, a cement slurry and/or a polymer resin is circulated between layers in zones 5, 6, 7 and 8 (FIG. 5D) according to the running process previously described.

Other sandwich wall tubular structure of the invention can be considered using the principle of the invention. For instance, referring to FIGS. 3A and 3B, both structural pipe external 2 and internal 3 of the tubular structure 15 can be separated from one another with or without any spacing device, but they will be permanently attached at least at one point along the length of the structure to prevent any substantial longitudinal differential displacement of the structural layers 2 and 3 during deployment. The advantage of such configuration is the easiness of manufacturing. In this case, after deployment, the cavity 10 filled with cement will not be of constant thickness around the periphery of the structure. Nevertheless, the collapse resistance and thermal insulation will however be higher than the equivalent single layer structure.

Alternatively, both structural layers external 2 and internal 3 can be mutually merged in one or several points. In the example of FIGS. 4A and 4B, the structural layers are merged in three points so as to delimit three intermediate cavities 11, 12 and 13 forming so the equivalent of three beams which assembled together can resists efficiently to collapse pressure.

Additionally it will be advantageous in keeping with the principle of the invention, that cement slurry can be placed before deploying the structure. It requires that the volumes of the intermediate cavities are substantially equal before and after deployment, as it is the case for instance for the cavities 11, 12 and 13 of the FIGS. 4A and 4B or 5a, 5b, 6a and 6b of the FIGS. 7 to 14.
Manufacture of the tubular structure could be made by welding available straight length of metal pipe corresponding to the internal structural layer to form a first sealed pipe, then by threading and welding straight length of metal pipe corresponding to the outside structural layer. Spacers will sometimes be installed between the pipes, which will be able to create in certain cases more or less sealed bulkheads between the intermediate cavities. In case no spacer are placed, and the inner layer end-up totally offset to one side of the outer layer, a substantial increase in collapse resistance is nevertheless achieved with the hardened material located between the pipe-in-pipe cavity.

In the case continuous length of deployable tubular structure will be necessary, the manufacture could be combined with known techniques of ERW continuous pipe manufacturing by associating on the same production line two continuous pipe manufacturing units generating the pipe, by deformation of a metal strip under rollers and pebbles and closing the tube so formed by electrical welding. Between both continuous pipe manufacturing units, spacer strips will be able to be added by electrical welding. Before flattening such multi-layered tubular structure, a hydrostatic test of the internal pipe will be able to be accomplished between two expansible plugs connected by a tension leg to transmit from one plug to the other the pressure end effect. This testing assembly will test by section the manufactured tubular structure and will be able to move from tested length to the next by quick translation to cope with tubular structure continuous production unit speed.

So, after one length has been tested, pressure will be relieved and the cup tester type seal of the plugs retracted to move to the next length without interrupting production. Also the external pipe could be tested from the outside in a similar way. Finally, after hydrostatic test(s), the tubular structure will be able to be crushed, flat or with a specific profile, and wound on a spool. It might be necessary to accomplish a heat treatment to relieve the residual stresses from the manufacturing and the possible quenching and tempering needed to get the final mechanical properties aimed. This will be able to be done in a continuous manner on the manufacturing chain or separately in an oven when a substantial length of deployable tubular structure has been fabricated and wound.
FIG. 6A to 6C illustrate an alternative manufacturing where the ERW continuous pipe manufacturing unit does not make circular pipe but preformed inner flattened pipe 3b, which is then rolled to 3c waved shape. Then spacer rod 14 or balls are tack welded on the outside of the wavy pipe and a contoured shape 2b pipe is preformed around and is rolled in a somehow rectangular shape to fit inside the same tubular structure once deployed.

FIG. 7 to 10 illustrate an improvement of the foldable sandwich wall tubular structure where the cavities section is kept substantially constant as in FIG 4A and 4B throughout the deployment. This allows to circulate the hardening materiel when the sandwich wall tubular structure is still on the reel prior of unwinding and greatly simplify in case of wellbore construction the downhole operation of cavity filling.

The cavity volume 5c and 6c remain substantially constant due to the fact that the section separated by non sealing spacers communicate and the area of $5c = area of 5a + area of 5b$ and the area of $6c = area of 6a + area of 6b$, on either the flattened configuration illustrated in FIG. 8 for reel transportation, folded configuration illustrated in FIG. 9 which is used during the lowering into the well and the final deployed configuration of FIG. 10.

To prevent voids in the filling of the cavities, it is considered advantageous that when on the reel the cavities will be vacuumed to remove air.

It is also considered advantageous that the cavity(ies) will be filled with the hardenable material to prevent collapse by hydrostatic head when sinking into the well fluid or the sea water.

To compensate for hardening material setting shrinkage it is also considered advantageous to maintain pressure and continue supplying hardenable material while setting or curing.

The requirement to add hardenable material in the gel phase could be advantageously done by carrying a small quantity of hardenable material in a small tank directly on the
running tool using a pressure accumulator or pumping fluid through the drillstring to maintain the said tank and hardenable material under pressure.

FIGS. 11 to 14 illustrate another improvement of the foldable sandwich wall tubular structure where the outer pipe 2a is made of two layers 2b and 2c which can be attached by interference fit when round or glued together by filling the interface when folded with adhesive at the same time the cavities 5a, 5b, 5c, 6a, 6b and 6c are filled with the unset hardening material.

FIGS. 12 and 13 illustrate the configuration when the layers 2b and 2c are able to slide freely to minimize cold working during the folding-unfolding process and FIG. 14 shows the final rounded configuration where the layers 2b and 2c are in intimate contact and blocked from sliding by the adhesive.

In the use of sandwich wall tubular structure related to well casing as illustrated in FIG. 17A to 17C, advantageous solutions have been described to install a longitudinally folded tubular structure below the same deployed tubular structure by passing through it and, more importantly, to enhance the collapse resistance capability of the tubular structure by creating a pipe-in-pipe structure where the cavity(ies) between the two pipes or the two layers is (are) filled with an hardenable material.

In US 7,490,676 of the applicant of which the entire disclosure is incorporated herein, a complete wellbore construction casing is built from length of tubular structure run successively through the previous one.

Preferably the length of tubular structure is continuous and wound on the reel for transportation as illustrated on FIG. 15. The intermediate portion 71 which as a section as illustrated in FIG. 2A, 5B, 8 and 12 of the length is wound on the reel 70, and the reel is constructed to allow both ends to be straight, in another words, the ends do not have to be wound. Coming out from the outer wound layer is the folded bottom bell 73 (fold is at the bottom face) that will receive the next length of tubular structure in the case the well is drilled further after the present tubular structure is installed downhole. A foldable shoe 72 made of drillable material like aluminium or sandwich wall closes the bottom bell 73. Coming out off the side of the inner wound layer is the top end 74 of the tubular structure which is housed in all or in part within the thickness of the reel
flange to provide access during deployment. The top end 74 comprises the hanger for the length of tubular structure 79 and 80.

FIG. 16A illustrates the unreeled and straightened length of tubular structure according to the invention. Unreeling will be achieved through an injector unit similar to well known coiled tubing injector unit. The unit will be similar to the one illustrated in FIG. 5 except that it does not have to modify the section, only the three straiitheners/tensionners 19 are needed.

The length of tubular structure which can be as long as few thousand meters comprise, at its top end, a hanger section 74. Advantageously the diameter of the hanger section 74 is reduced by locating two folds 75, 180 deg apart. Two hanging areas 76 are located on both external section of the 8 shaped profile of the hanger section 74, to engage with a corresponding internal hanging profile 77 on the internal surface of the deployed bell (73a as shown on FIG. 16B) of the previously run length of tubular structure. Then the intermediate folded section links the top end 74 to the bottom end folded bell 73 which advantageously feature only one fold. Last at the bottom a folded drillable shoe 72 closes the bottom end.

FIG. 16B illustrates the deployed length of casing of FIG. 16A. Deployment will be achieved by fluid pressure. The top hanger section 74A is now round and engaged in the bell 73A of the previously run of which the shoe 72A has been drilled out. The intermediate section 71A and the bottom bell 73A are also round and the shoe 72A is deployed.

FIG. 16C illustrates a vertical section view of the intermediate section 71A where the cavity 4d of the pipe-in-pipe section is used to conduct the casing cement slurry to the shoe 72. After the cement sets and links the outer layer 2d to the inner layer 3d the pipe-in-pipe tubular structure exhibits a rigid sandwich wall wall which greatly increase the collapse resistance capability of the casing.

FIG. 17A to 17C illustrate the sequence of installation of a second length of tubular structure 80 according to the invention, in MonoBore/MonoDiameter configuration, as a liner of a previously set first length of tubular structure 79 passing through it. The
previously set first length of tubular structure 79 has a bell 73B which has been drilled out while drilling the extension of the hole 85 to be cased with second length of tubular structure 80. The first length of tubular structure 79 can be of the type according to the invention and installed as a liner of another length of tubular structure with the same dimensions (not shown).

But first length of tubular structure 79 could also be of the conventional solid non expanded type installed as a first length of casing from the wellhead (not shown). MonoBore/MonoDiameter configuration permits the use of a first conventional casing from the wellhead or from a conventional liner hanger, then the successive lengths of tubular structure of the same diameter need to be expanded below the previous one using known expandable technologies. Two expandable technologies to increase the radial dimension of a tubular structure are well known today where the increase of the diameter or expansion of the tubular structure is obtain by either A) increasing the diameter of a small round tubular in the metal plastic range or B) by unfolding a longitudinally folded larger metal pipe.

In FIG. 17A, the length of tubular structure 80 is lowered through the previously set length of casing 79 on a running string 84 and running tool 83. The running tool 83 engages the hanger 82 which is the top end of the tubular structure 80. The intermediate portion 81 is folded tightly with numerous folds to feature an overall, somewhat rectangular, section compatible with reeling. The bottom end is equipped with a folded Bell 87 and a folded shoe 86.

In FIG. 17B, the length of tubular structure 80A has reached the proper depth with the hanger 82A facing the Bell 73B of the previous string 79. The hanger 82A is partially expanded to engage the hanging area 77 of the hanger (shown in FIG. 16B) with the matching hanging area of the bell 73B while leaving some flow-by section 88 for the return fluid. The intermediate portion 81A has been rounded up with pressure and also the bell 87A and shoe 86A. Then a cement slurry is pumped down the running string 84 and fed through the running tool 83A to the length of tubular structure 80A pipe-in-pipe cavity (ies) 4d to reach the shoe 86A. The cement can be over flooded and fill the annulus space between the length of tubular 80A and the borehole 85. Cementing of the tubular structure is not mandatory to achieve the sandwich wall tubular structure of
the invention, only the cavity (ies) 4d must be filled with a hardenable material. During inflation and slurry circulation wellbore fluid can flow back to the surface through the flowby section 88.

In FIG. 17C, the cement has set and rigidify the wall of the tubular structure 80b. Prior to pull the running tool 83a, the hanger 82b is fully expanded in sealing contact with bell 73b achieving sealing integrity of the wellbore casing. The well is then ready to be either completed or further drilled by drilling out the shoe 86A.

As we have seen, the use of tubular structure with sandwich wall for casing a well offers many advantages but, it is requiring a dedicated construction of the tubular structure which might not be readily available everywhere immediately.

Generally, the sandwich wall deployable tubular structure of the invention can be advantageously used for downhole well equipment which are larger than the borehole that they have to go through, such as: (1) enlarged chamber like side pocket mandrel to receive downhole retrievable equipments such as pump, safety valves, etc. . . . (2) multilateral junction, etc.; (3) bells for suspending next length of casing in monobore technology and any other equipment.

While the improvements of sandwich wall tubular structure has been shown in some of its forms, it should be apparent to those skilled in the art that it is not so limited, but it is susceptible to various changes without departing from the scope of the invention. For instance methods or process using the system can be derivated.
CLAIMS:

1. High collapse resistance foldable sandwich wall tubular structure, longitudinally deployable by fluid pressure between a folded configuration and a round deployed configuration, having a radial dimension increasing between said folded configuration and said deployed configuration, having a portion of the tubular structure wall which includes at least two attached structural pipes mostly apart in said deployed configuration bordering an intermediate cavity filled with a hardenable material, wherein the intermediate cavity volume is substantially equal when the tubular structure is in said folded configuration and said deployed configuration.

2. Structure according to claim 1, wherein the intermediate cavity is vacuumed prior to the filling with hardenable material.

3. Structure according to claim 1, wherein the intermediate cavity volume is substantially equal when the tubular structure is wound on a reel and when the structure is in said deployed configuration.

4. Structure according to claim 1, wherein said structure is a wellbore casing and the hardening material is kept under pressure to compensate setting shrinkage.

5. Structure according to claim 1, wherein said structure is a wellbore casing and the hardening material is supplied to compensate setting shrinkage.

6. Structure according to claim 1, wherein at least one of the structural pipe is made of at least two layers.

7. Structure according to claim 6, wherein the two layers of said at least one of the structural pipe are prevented to slide with regard to one another by an interference fit, a friction increased surface or an adhesive.

8. Structure according to claim 1, wherein said structure is a wellbore casing, lowered through a previously installed casing with a common diameter having a bottom bell with a diameter larger than said common diameter, said structure having a largest transverse dimension smaller that the internal diameter of said preceding casing in said folded configuration and having the common diameter in said deployed configuration wherein the top of said structure is housed within said bottom bell.
9. Structure according to claim 8, wherein the top end housed in said bell can be sealed by one or more plastic deformation or swedging of rings so that external surface of each ring cooperates sealingly with the internal surface of said bell.

10. A construction and installation method to construct a high collapse resistance sandwich wall tubular structure with at least one intermediate cavity comprising filled up with hardenable material comprising the steps of:

- fabricating and transporting to the installation site said tubular structure with a wall of which at least a portion includes at least two structural layers permanently attached to one another in at least one location and bordering said intermediate cavity (ies);
- filling up said intermediate cavity(ies) with a hardenable material;
- moving said tubular structure to its final destination in a longitudinally folded configuration having a transversal dimension reduced in comparison with the deployed configuration;
- deploying said tubular structure by application of a fluid pressure(s) increasing the thickness of said intermediate cavity(ies) in at least one location;
- hardening of the filling material contained in said intermediate cavity(ies), said filling material, once hardened, having sufficient mechanical properties, for strengthening the wall by having said two structural layers cooperating.